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mario is a popular hero all over the world. he has appeared in many games, including his first game, the nes. mario is known for his friendly, cheerful personality and his love for snacks. mario is also known for his ability to jump, his trademark red hat, and his hat-less nemesis bowser, as well as his many friends, such as luigi,
donkey kong, and princess peach. the super mario series has been well-known for its high difficulty, rewarding gameplay, and memorable music and graphics. super mario bros. had a very strict difficulty in its gameplay, so that only a few players could beat it. the first super mario bros. game was one of the first games to
introduce a "one more life" mechanic. the game was designed in such a way that after the player had lost a life, mario would be invincible for a few seconds. on the other hand, the second game in the series, super mario bros. 2, was much easier, but featured harder puzzles. super mario bros. 3, a commercial game, was

released in north america and europe on october 15, 1985. it was the first mario game to be played on the nes, and was the first mario game released outside of japan. super mario bros. 3 is a remake of the first mario bros. game, but incorporates elements of the original gameplay from the previous super mario bros.
games.the main goal of the game is to rescue princess peach from bowser. the player can control mario, a white-clad plumber, and must collect 1,000 points to rescue her. the game features four worlds, each with eight levels, giving the total number of levels of the game to 16. the levels are based on classic mario levels

from earlier games, but are rearranged to make the gameplay harder.
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